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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we consider the scheduling problem where datapackets fromK input flows need to be delivered
to K corresponding wireless receivers over a heterogeneous wireless channel. Our objective is to design a wireless
scheduler that optimizes the buffer requirement at each wireless receiver while maintaining good throughput
performance. This is a challenging problem due to the uniquecharacteristics of the wireless channel.

We propose a novel idea of exploiting both the long-term and short-term error behavior of the wireless chan-
nel in the scheduler design. In addition to typical first-order Quality of Service (QoS) metrics such as throughput
and delay, our performance analysis of the scheduler permits the evaluation of higher-order metrics, which are
needed to evaluate the buffer requirement. We show that the proposed scheduler achieves high overall through-
put as well as low buffer requirement when compared to other wireless schedulers that only make use of the
instantaneous channel state in a heterogenous channel.

Keywords: Wireless Scheduling, QoS, Heterogenous Channel, Buffer Requirements

1 Introduction

We consider the problem where data packets from
K input-flows need to be delivered toK corresponding
wireless receivers via a wireless media. With the huge
success of mobile telephony coupled with a phenomenal
growth of internet users, one such scenario is depicted in
the wireless network in the left hand side (LHS) of Fig. 1.
We consider the downlink scheduling problem at access
pointB as shown in the right hand side (RHS) of Fig. 1.

The design of the wireless scheduler is an important
problem in wireless networking for:

Wireless Application Development : In order to be
meaningful, data packets must be delivered to
each wireless receiver at specific data rates, and/or
within specific delay, packet loss and jitter bounds.
These requirements are collectively known as
Quality of Service (QoS). Wireless scheduling is
an important component of QoS provisioning over
the wireless link, which determines if diverse ap-
plications such as multi-media messaging, voice-
over-WLAN and localized-content distribution can
be supported.

Wireless Receiver Design : The design of the wireless
scheduler impacts the energy consumption and the
buffer requirement, which are major considerations

in the wireless receiver design. This is because of
the limited memory capacity and battery power im-
posed by the size constraint of portable wireless de-
vices.

While the capacity of a wired link is usually assumed
to be constant, the following property makes the problem
a harder and more challenging one:

Property 1 A typical wireless link is characterized by:

a. High channel error rate

b. Bursty and time-varying channel capacity

c. Location-dependent channel capacity

1.1 Related Work

The design of scheduling policies to meet QoS objec-
tives over a wired link is a well-studied problem ([1, 2, 3],
to name a few). Since these guarantees no longer hold
over a wireless link, attempts were made to incorporate
the effects of the channel characteristics into the guaran-
tees. E.g., in [4], the authors studied the delay perfor-
mance of a simple ARQ error control strategy for com-
munications over a bursty channel for asingleflow. In
[5], the author investigated the characteristics and traffic
effects of variable-rate communication servers. However,
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Figure 1:A generic wireless network where data packets are delivered to wireless receivers via access points (left) and an illustration

of a wireless scheduling problem at an access point B (right).

the scheduling policy considered is notchannel-aware
since the channel is assumed to be location-independent.
Channel-awareness is considered in the resource alloca-
tion problem in [6], where the authors characterized the
stability properties of the system and proposed an optimal
allocation policy that maximizes throughput and mini-
mizes delay. However, the results apply only when the
channel errors are time-uncorrelated.

An alternative approach is to utilize feedback from
each receiver to predict theinstantaneouschannel state
(i.e., whether it is erroneous or error-free) and thelong-
termbehavior such as the burstiness of that channel. Due
to characteristics (b) and (c) in Property 1, it is highly
likely that at least one receiver with an error-free chan-
nel exists at any instant. Hence, channel efficiency can be
optimized by restricting the candidates for transmission
to those withpredictederror-free channels in channel-
state dependent (CSD) schedulers proposed in [7, 8]. In
[9, 10], the authors considered the downlink scheduling
problem in a CDMA system. In this case, the channel
information is embedded in the measured data rates, and
the authors proposed an exponential rule that optimizes
the throughput.

A comprehensive survey of variants of CSD sched-
ulers that differ in the mechanism of selecting theinstan-
taneous‘best’ flow to transmit while trading-off amongst
various performance constraints such as throughput, fair-
ness and delay can be found in [11]. In particular, the
concept of ‘compensation’ was introduced in CSD sched-
ulers proposed in [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] to achieve a
tradeoff between channel efficiency andshort-term fair-
nessprovision. These schedulers can be mapped to
the Unified Wireless-Fair Queueing (UWFQ) architecture
proposed in [18]. In addition, the QoS performance of
these schedulers in terms of first-order metrics such as
throughput and delay are evaluated in this work.

1.2 Contributions of This Paper

In this paper, we propose a wireless scheduler that
partitions the receivers according to the burstiness of its
channel, and then applies a different scheduling mecha-
nism to each partition. We present a detailed performance
analysis of the proposed scheduler using the framework
from our earlier work [19], and show that it achieves a
good balance between wireless receiver buffer require-
ments and throughput under a heterogeneous wireless en-
vironment.

Hence, our contributions are two-fold: (a) Unlike re-
cently proposed CSD schedulers that exploit only the in-
stantaneous behavior of the wireless channel, our sched-
uler introduces the novel concept of exploiting the long-
term behavior as well and (b) Contrary to prior work on
QoS analysis that focused on first-order metrics such as
throughput and delay, our analysis allows the computa-
tion of second-order metrics, which are essential for the
evaluation of the wireless receiver buffer requirement.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sec-
tion 2, we define our scheduling problem by specifying
the input-traffic and wireless channel models and defin-
ing the channel-heterogeneous scheduling scenario. In
Section 3, we define our proposed scheduler which is
analyzed in Section 4. Numerical results that illustrate
the trade-off between buffer requirement and throughput
amongst various schedulers are presented in Section 5.
Concluding remarks are presented in Section 6.

1.3 Notations

For simplicity of notations, for any discrete variable
x

j
i , the superscriptj and subscripti always correspond

to the flow and slot indices respectively. However, we
reserve the symbolp for probability-related notations,
wherepE is the probability of occurrence of eventE and
px(X) is the probability density function (pdf) ofx. We
useE[x] andV ar[x] to denote the mean and variance of
x respectively.



In addition, we denote the vectorsxj andxi as com-
prising the elements{xj

i}
I
i=1 and{xj

i}
K
j=1 respectively,

whereI is a relevant space spanned byi.

2 Scheduling Problem

In this section, we define and model the input-traffic
and wireless channel characteristics for the downlink
scheduling problem as depicted in the RHS of Fig. 1.
Given these models, our objective is to design a wire-
less scheduler that achieves a good trade-off amongst
various performance metrics for a channel-heterogeneous
scheduling scenario.

2.1 Input-traffic Model

Packets (assumed to be fixed size) arriving at the ac-
cess point are queued intoK input-flows, where flowj
comprises packets destined for wireless receiverj. The
wireless scheduler allocates fixed-size time slots corre-
sponding to the transmission time of one packet to each
flow j according to its priority parameter,rj . If R =
∑K

j=1 rj , then rj

R
is the fraction of slots that should be

allocated to flowj over a given interval.

2.2 Wireless Channel Model

Since the performance of a wireless scheduler is influ-
enced by the channel characteristics, it is pertinent to de-
fine the channel model considered in our study. A typical
channel model that captures the characteristics defined in
Property 1 is the Gilbert-Elliott channel [20], where the
channel statecj

i ∈ {0, 1} behaves according to a sta-
tionary Two-State Markov Chain (2SMC). The wireless
receivers are assumed to be sufficiently separated spa-
tially (e.g., in a Wide-Area Network) such that the chan-
nel states of different flows are independent.

We specify the channel model in terms of
{pcj(0), gj , γj}K

j=1, which are defined as follows:

γj : Whenc
j
i =1 (badchannel), any attempted transmis-

sion by flow j in slot i always fails; on the other
hand, whencj

i =0 (goodchannel), the correspond-
ing probability of a successful transmission is 1-γj.
We assume thatγj = γ, 1≤ j ≤ K, in this study.

pcj (0) : pcj (0) denotes the steady-state probability of
the channel of flowj being in state 0 and is an in-
dication of the quality of the channel. It varies ac-
cording to the distance of wireless receiverj from
the AP. We assume that the channel quality of all
flows are identical, i.e.,pcj(0)=pc(0).

gj : gj indicates the level of agility of the error behav-
ior across successive slots for flowj, and varies ac-
cording to the mobility of wireless receiverj as well
as its environment. For smallε, we can categorize

the channel according togj as follows:

gj =







ε, Persistent channel;
1, Uncorrelated channel;
2 − ε, Oscillatory channel.

We define the decimal equivalent of the binary se-
quencecK

i cK−1
i · · · c1

i (denoted byc̈K
i ) as theensem-

ble channel state variable, with state space given by
{0, 1, 2, · · ·2K − 1}. Therefore, the corresponding state-
transition probability matrix,p

c̈K
, is of dimensions2K ×

2K and can be computed, forK ≥ 2, using the following
recurrence relation:

p
c̈K

=

[

p
c̈K

· pcK (0|0) p
c̈K

· pcK (1|0)

p
c̈K

· pcK (0|1) p
c̈K

· pcK (1|1)

]

(1)

where

p
c̈1

=

[

pc1(0|0) pc1(1|0)
pc1(0|1) pc1(1|1)

]

andpcj(x|y) is the transition probability ofcj from statey
to statex, which can be expressed in terms of (pcj(0),gj)
as follows:

pcj (0|1) = pcj (0) · gj

pcj (1|0) = (1 − pcj (0))gj

If we definep
c̈K

i

= [pc̈K
i

(C)]2
K−1

C=0 , then, for anyN>0,

we have:

p
c̈K

i+N

= p
c̈K

i

×

N
∏

u=1

p
c̈K

(2)

2.3 A Wireless Scheduler for Channel-
Heterogeneous Scenario

For optimal performance, the design of a wireless
scheduler must consider both the input characteristics
(e.g., packet arrival statistics andrj ) as well as the chan-
nel parameters (pc(0),gj) of each flowj. Our focus is to
study the influence of the channel on the scheduler de-
sign. Hence, the effects of the input characteristics can
be isolated by assuming (a) continuously backlogged in-
put flows (thus, eradicating the effects of arrival statistics)
and (b) input-homogeneity i.e.,rj = r = 1, 1≤ j ≤ K.

We consider a channel-heterogeneousscheduling sce-
nario given as follows, whereε ≈ 0:

gj =

{

ε, 1 ≤ j ≤ η (C1);

1.0, η + 1 ≤ j ≤ K (C2).
(3)

For the above scenario, our objective is to design a
wireless scheduler that achieves a good trade-off amongst
the following performance metrics:



2.3.1 Overall Throughput (T)

Let nj denote the Head-of-Line (HOL) packet delay
of flow j. We define the throughput of flowj, T j, to be the
expected number of packets of flowj transmitted success-
fully in each slot. Due to the assumption of continuous
backlog in each input-flow,T j is related tonj as follows:

T j =
1

E[nj ]

Since wireless bandwidth is a scarce resource, it is desir-
able to maximize the overall throughput,T, where

T =

K
∑

j=1

T j (4)

=

K
∑

j=1

1

E[nj ]

2.3.2 Wireless Receiver Buffer Requirement (b)

Let us consider a voice-over-WLAN application. A
jitter buffer is typically used at each wireless receiver to
smooth the playback of the voice call when there is vari-
ation in the arrival time of voice packets. Buffer overflow
can occur whenever packet arrivals are excessive, and the
resulting packet losses create gaps in the voice communi-
cation, which can result in clicks, muting or unintelligi-
ble speech. Hence, the design of the wireless receiver in
terms of its buffer requirement is important.

While much research focuses on the energy consump-
tion of wireless schedulers (e.g., [21, 22, 23]), we con-
sider the impact of the QoS performance of the wireless
scheduler on the buffer requirement of the wireless re-
ceiver to achieve acceptable voice quality.

Under high load conditions and assuming zero prop-
agation delay in the wireless media, the minimum buffer
size,bj

min, to sustain a packet dropping rate,β, for flow j
can be approximated as follows [24]:

b
j
min ≈

d ln β
ln[V ar[nj ]−2E[nj](1−ρ)]−ln V ar[nj ] − 1e

ρ · E[nj ]

whereρ is the utilization factor at the wireless receiver
anddye denotes the smallest integer greater than or equal
to y. For a givenE[nj ], we note thatbj

min increases with
V ar[nj ], and hence, it is desirable for the wireless sched-
uler to have a small HOL packet delay variation.

3 A hybrid Channel-State Depen-
dent / Fair-Aggregation Sched-
uler for Heterogeneous Channels

In our prior work [25], we considered a special case
of a channel-homogeneousscenario, i.e.,η = K in Eq.
(3). In that work, a stochastic analysis of a CSD sched-
uler (see Section 3.1) was performed and the stationary

HOL packet delay pdf derived, from which various use-
ful performance metrics are obtained. We also introduced
a Fair-Aggregation (FA) Scheduler, which simply dis-
patches packets from each input flow in a round robin
manner into a single queue before transmission into the
wireless media in a FIFO manner. Based on numeri-
cal results, it was deduced that while the FA scheduler
achieves better QoS performance when the channel is un-
correlated, the CSD scheduler is superior when the chan-
nel is persistent.

Hence, for the scenario defined by Eq. (3), we pro-
pose a novel hybrid scheduler that achieves the relative
merits of CSD and FA scheduling by partitioning the in-
put flows into (C1,C2) according togj and applying the
respective scheduling mechanism to each group. We de-
note such a hybrid scheduler as a (K,η) CSD-FA sched-
uler, whose architecture is shown in the LHS of Fig. 2.

We note that the (K,η) CSD-FA scheduler is in fact a
generalization of theK-flow CSD scheduler and aK-flow
FA scheduler; a (K,K) CSD-FA scheduler is equivalent to
aK-flow CSD scheduler while a (K,0) CSD-FA scheduler
corresponds to aK-flow FA scheduler. The mechanism of
the hybrid scheduler will be described in the next section.

3.1 Mechanism of (K,η) CSD-FA Scheduler

The mechanism of the scheduler can be described in
two stages (refer to LHS of Fig. 2). In the first stage,
the scheduler dispatches packets from flows inC2 in a
round robin manner into a single queue. If we denote this
queue byη’, then the second stage comprises aη+1-flow
CSD scheduler (with flow composition given byC1∪η′),
wherer = [1,· · · ,1,K-η].

We consider a CSD scheduler model that is similar to
the one defined in [7] and maps to the Unified Wireless-
Fair Queueing architecture defined in [18]. It comprises a
Slot Allocation Policy (SAP), a Channel Status Monitor
(CSM), an Arbitration Scheme (AS) and a Packet Dis-
patcher (DISP), as depicted in the RHS of Fig. 2.

At the beginning of each sloti, the AS assigns a trans-
mission priority to each flow based on the SAP and CSM,
and the DISP dispatches the HOL packet of the flow with
the highest priority for transmission. We describe the
mechanism of each component as follows.

3.1.1 SAP

Under error-free conditions, the mechanism (and
hence the performance) of the wireless scheduler is de-
termined by the SAP. We restrict the choice of the SAP to
perfectly-fair loop schedulers (denoted byFr) as they are
simple to implement and are mathematically tractable.
They possess the following properties:

Property 2 If the SAP∈ Fr allocates slot i to flowaSAP
i ,

then

• For any i>0, aSAP
i = aSAP

i+R ;



• Within any interval of R slots,rj slots must be al-
located to flow j, 1≤ j ≤ K.

In this paper, we consider a simple Weighted Round
Robin (WRR) SAP, which simply allocatesr1 slots to
flow 1 followed by r2 slots to flow 2 and so on. It is
easy to show that this scheduler satisfies Property 2. For
simplicity of notations, we drop the superscript SAP in
aSAP

i .

3.1.2 CSM

The CSM maintains the history of the ensemble chan-
nel state based on feedback (see Section 3.1.4) from wire-
less receivers on the status of each downlink transmis-
sion, and uses this information for channel prediction.

Specifically, at the beginning of each sloti, c̈K
i−x, x>0

is available and is used to generate the prediction,ˆ̈cK
i , of

the current channel state,c̈K
i . We consider a probabilistic

one-step predictor (OSP) with parameters (p0̂,p1̂) defined
as follows:

Prob(ĉj
i = c

j
i−1 | cj

i−1 = C) =

{

p0̂, C = 0;
p1̂, C = 1.

(5)

The predictor parameters (p0̂,p1̂) are typically close to 1
since most channels are bursty in nature.

3.1.3 AS

The AS attempts to emulate the performance of the
SAP under error-prone conditions based on (ai, ˆ̈cK

i ). Its
mechanism comprises the following:

Eligibility : This component determines which flows
are ’eligible’ for transmission. In order to max-
imize channel efficiency, a flowj is eligible for
transmission in sloti only if ĉ

j
i = 0, since this in-

creases the likelihood of a successful transmission.
Hence, ifGi denotes the set of eligible flows in slot
i, then:

Gi = {arg1≤m≤K ĉm
i = 0}

Priority Assignment and Selection : This component
assignsa priority to each eligible flow andselects
the flowfi ∈ Gi with the highest priority for trans-
mission.

Since the AS emulates the SAP, the highest priority
should be assigned toflowai if it is eligible; oth-
erwise, the arbitration function,Arb(), determines
the alternative eligible flow to be transmitted for
transmission. Therefore, we have the following:

fi =

{

ai, ai ∈ Gi;
Arb(Gi), otherwise.

(6)

In this paper, we consider a simple uniform arbi-
tration scheme, where all eligible flows have equal
priorities to be selected for transmission, i.e.,

Prob(Arb(Gi) =

{ 1
|Gi|

, j ∈ Gi;

0, otherwise.
(7)

3.1.4 DISP

The DISP dispatches the HOL packet of flowfi for
transmission. Under ideal conditions where channel pre-
diction is perfect andγ=0, the transmission will always
be successful; however, such conditions do not hold in re-
ality, and hence, packets received erroneously may have
to be re-transmitted. The choice of an ARQ mechanism
for re-transmission is important since it affects the QoS
performance of the wireless scheduler.

In this study, we consider a simple Stop-and-wait
ARQ, where a copy of the transmitted packet is stored
in a separate buffer in the DISP. The scheduler is notified
about the outcome of each transmission through feedback
from the wireless receiver, and we assume that all feed-
backs are correctly received. With a failed transmission,
the packet is enqueued to the HOL of flowfi for retrans-
mission; otherwise, the copied packet is deleted from the
buffer.

3.2 Illustration of Mechanism of (K,η)
CSD-FA Scheduler

We illustrate the mechanism of our proposed sched-
uler by considering a (4,2) CSD-FA scheduler that uses a
deterministicone-step channel predictor, wherep0̂ = p1̂ =
1 in Eq. (5).

According to the Section 3.1, the (4,2) CSD-FA
scheduler is equivalent to a 3-flow CSD scheduler with
r = [1,1,2] andg=[ε,ε,1.0], as depicted in the LHS of Fig.
3. According to the WRR allocation policy, the allocation
sequence,a, is given as follows:

a = [· · · , 2, 2′, 2′, 1, 2, 2′, 2′, 1, · · · ] (8)

Let us assume the following initial conditions:a0=1 and
a flow 3 packet is HOL at flow 2’ at the end of slot 0.
If TXi denotes the flow index of the packet transmitted
in slot i, then the evolution ofTX corresponding to some
channel process̈cK is depicted in the RHS of Fig. 3.

Sincea0=1, according to Eq. (8),a1=2; similarly,
sincec2

0=0, according to Eq. (5),̂c2
1=0. Hence, accord-

ing to Eq. (6), flow 2 is selected for transmission. How-
ever, sincec2

1=1, the transmission is unsuccessful. The
next slot is allocated to flow 2’. Since the HOL packet of
flow 2’ belongs to flow 3 andc3

1=0, flow 2’ is selected for
transmission. The transmission is successful sincec3

2=0.
Slot 3 is again allocated to flow 2’ according to Eq.

(8). However, since its HOL packet belongs to flow 4
and c4

2=1, ĉ4
3=1, and hence its transmission is deferred.

Sincec1
2=c2

2=0, ĉ1
3=ĉ2

3=0, and according to Eq. (7), flow
1 and 2 are equally likely to be selected for transmission.
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Figure 2: Hybrid CSD-FA Scheduler Model: Flows in C2 are aggregated into a single flow η’; Flows in C1
∪ η′ are then scheduled

by a η+1-flow Channel-State Dependent (CSD) scheduler with r = [1,1,· · · 1,K -η] and g = [ε,· · · ,ε,1.0] (left) CSD scheduler model, with

illustration of state flow, downlink packet flow (dashed) and uplink packet flow (dotted) in slot i(right).
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Figure 3: Illustration of the mechanism of a (4,2) CSD-FA scheduler: Architecture (left) and illustration of the mechanism (right) of a

(4,2) CSD-FA scheduler with deterministic OSP, AS = UA and SAP = WRR.

We assume that flow 2 is selected, and its transmission is
successful sincec2

3=0. Subsequent values ofTX can be
evaluated in a similar manner.

4 Performance Analysis of (K,η)
CSD-FA Scheduler

The performance metrics defined in Section 2.3 can
be obtained as long aspnj (N j) is given, 1≤ j ≤ K.
We outline the matrix formulation proposed in our earlier
work [19] to evaluatepn(N) for a K-flow CSD sched-
uler. We show how this formulation is applied to evaluate
pnj (N j), j ∈ C1. Subsequently, we detail the analysis to
derive the correspondingpnj (N j) for j ∈ C2.

4.1 Notion of Constrained State-Transition
Matrix for K-flow CSD Scheduler

Let Sj
ai

(Fj
ai

) denote aSuccessful (deFerred or
Failed) transmission of flowj in a slot allocated to flow
ai. The probability of occurrence ofSj

ai
is determined by

the AS, the values of (̈cK
i−1, c̈

K
i ) and the SAP. Conversely

stated, given the SAP and the AS, the occurrence ofSj
ai

imposes a constraint onp
c̈K

i−1

andp
c̈K

i

. Hence, we de-

fine theconstrained state-transition matrixfor eventSj
ai

as follows:

p
S

j
ai

c̈K
= D

S
j
ai

i−1() × p
c̈K

× D
S

j
ai

i () (9)

whereD
S

j
ai

x
is a2K × 2K diagonal matrix such that the

diagonal element of rowy is the probability thatSj
ai

will
occur if c̈K

x =y-1. Since the eventsSj
ai

andFj
ai

are com-
plementary with respect to flowj,

p
S

j
ai

c̈K
+ p

F
j
ai

c̈K
= p

c̈K
(10)

Hence,pF
j
ai

c̈K
can be evaluated frompS

j
ai

c̈K
andp

c̈K
. In a

similar manner, we define theconstrainedpdf of c̈K
i for

eventEj
ai

as follows:

p
E

j
ai

c̈K
i

= [Prob(c̈K
i = C, E

j
ai

occurs)]2
K−1

C=0



whereE ∈ {S, F}. Then, using Eq. (2), we obtain the
following ∗:

p
{E

j
au

}i+N
u=i

c̈K
i+N

= p
E

j
ai

c̈K
i

×

i+N
∏

u=i+1

pE
j
au

c̈K

from which we have

p{E
j
au

}i+N
u=i

| i =

2K−1
∑

C=0

p
{E

j
au

}i+N
u=i

c̈K
i+N

= p
E

j
ai

c̈K
i

×
i+N
∏

u=i+1

pE
j
au

c̈K
×







1
...
1







Un-conditioning oni, we have the following:

p{E
j
au

}i+N
u=i =

R
∑

i=1

p{E
j
au

}i+N
u=i

| i (11)

4.2 Evaluation of pn(N) for K-flow CSD
Scheduler

The HOL packet delay for flowj is N j slots
when consecutive successful transmissions of flowj
take placeN j slots apart. Substituting{Ej

au
}i+Nj

u=i =

{Sj
ai

,{Fj
ai+u

}Nj−1
u=1 ,Sj

a
i+Nj

} into Eq. (11), we obtain the

following expression forpnj (N j):

pnj (N j) = p
S

j
ai

,{F
j
ai+u

}Nj
−1

u=1
,Sj

a
i+Nj

=
R

∑

i=1

p
S

j
ai

c̈K
i

×
i+Nj−1

∏

u=i+1

pF
j
au

c̈K
× p

S
j
a

i+Nj

c̈K

×







1
...
1







Expressions for{p(Sj
ai

)}R
ai=1, 1≤ j ≤ K can be

evaluated by a recurrence relation in terms of{Sj

ai
}R

ai=1,
1≤ j ≤ K. The evaluation of the latter depends on the
predictor parameters, (p0̂,p1̂), as well as the arbitration
function,Arb(). Details of these evaluation can be found
in [19].

4.3 Evaluation ofpnj (N j), j ∈ C1

We can apply the matrix formulation described in
Section 4.1 in the evaluation ofpnj (N j), j ∈C1, by defin-
ing an equivalentη+1-flow CSD scheduling scenario with
r=[1,· · · ,1,K-η] andg=[ε,· · · ,ε,1.0].

In fact, if we define the probabilistic parameters
(pSx | m,pD) as follows:

pD ≡ Prob(a flowdefers its transmission attempt)

pSx | m ≡ Prob(a flow∈ Cx transmitssuccessfully

| m other eligible flows exist)

thenE[nj ] can be expressed in terms of (pS1 | 0,pD) by
the following theorem:

Theorem 1 For the scheduling scenario defined in Eq.
(3), the expected HOL packet delay for flow j∈ C1 for a
(K,η) CSD-FA scheduler is given as follows:

E[nj ] =
K · η(1 − pD)

pS1 | 0[η(1 − pD) + (K − 1)(pD − p
η+1
D

)]

where (pS1 | 0,pD) can be expressed in terms of (pc(0),ε)
and (p0̂,p1̂) as follows:

pS1 | 0 = pc(0)[p0̂(1 − ε + ε · pc(0))

+ (1 − pc(0))(1 − p1̂)ε](1 − γ)

pD = pc(0)(1 − p0̂) + (1 − pc(0))p1̂

Details of the proof of Theorem 1 can be found in [26].

4.4 Evaluation ofpnj (N j), j ∈ C2

In order to simplify the analysis, we assume that any
flow j ∈ C2 is permitted to transmitonly in slots allo-
cated toC2. In any slot within such an interval, if flow
j’s packet is HOL, then the probability that it will trans-
mit successfully isindependentof the channel states of
all other flows, and is given as follows:

pS2 = pc(0)[p0̂pc(0) + (1 − pc(0))(1 − p1̂)](1 − γ)

Let us denotep
S2 = 1-pS2 as the corresponding probabil-

ity that no successful flowj transmission occurs.
Assume that flowj transmits in sloti, 1≤ i ≤ κ,

whereκ is the number of flows with uncorrelated chan-
nels. From Fig. 4, we note thatκ-1 packets, one from
every other flow, must be transmitted before the next flow
j packet transmits in slotk, where 1≤ k (moduloK)≤ κ.
Since there areκ available transmission slots in the inter-
val [i+1:i+K], we havek≥ K+i.

Over the interval [i+1:k-1], if we writek=x· K+y, then
there arex· κ+y-i-1 available transmission slots in this
interval, out of whichκ-1 slots must contain success-
ful transmissions. In addition, since the scheduling sce-
nario is homogeneous with respect to flows inC2, under
steady-state conditions,i is uniformly distributed in the
interval 1≤ i≤ κ. Therefore, we can write the following
for k≥ K+i and 1≤ y, i≤ κ:

Prob(k = x · K + y) =

(

x·κ+y−i−1
κ−1

)

pκ−1
S2 p

y−i

S2
pS2

κ

Sincenj=k-i, pnj is obtained forN j ≥ K and 1≤ y, i ≤ κ

as follows:

pnj (x · K + y − i) =

(

κ+y−i−1
κ−1

)

pκ
S2p

y−i

S2

κ
(12)

Using Eq. (12), we obtain an expression forE[nj ] in the
following theorem:

∗Note that the notation
∏b

a refers to a sequence of matrix products in the ordera,a+1,a+2,· · · b.
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Figure 4:Illustration of the evaluation of pnj (Nj) for each flow j ∈ C2.

Theorem 2 For the scheduling scenario defined in Eq.
(3), the expected HOL packet delay for flow j∈ C2 for a
(K,η) CSD-FA scheduler is given as follows:

E[nj ] =
K

pS2

Details of the proof of Theorem 2 can be found in [26].

5 Numerical Results

In this section, we compare the overall throughput as
well as the wireless receiver buffer requirement between
a (K,η) CSD-FA scheduler and aK-flow CSD scheduler
for the scheduling scenario given by Eq. (3). We denote
the metricx corresponding to schedulerπ by xπ. We as-
sume a deterministic OSP for channel prediction andγ

=0.
Substituting Theorem 1 and 2 into Eq. (4),TCSD−FA

can be evaluated and is given in Eq. (13). The corre-
sponding expression forTCSD can be evaluated [26] and
is given in Eq. (14).

For a channel-heterogenous scenario,bj 6= bk for
j 6= k. Therefore, we evaluate the average buffer require-
ment of schedulerπ, b̌π, defined as follows:

b̌π =
1

K

K
∑

j=1

bj
π

5.1 Comparison of Throughput and Buffer
Requirement of CSD-FA and CSD
scheduler

For a givenK, the metricsT andb̌ depend on the flow
composition,η, as well as the channel parameters,pc(0)
andε. We illustrate the effects of each parameter onT
andb̌ for K = 7,β = 0.01 andρ = 0.99.

5.1.1 Effects of flow composition

We consider the variation of̌b and T with η for
pc(0)=0.9 andε=0.1 in Fig. 5. As the composition of

flows with persistent channels (i.e.,η) is increased,T
is increased since the accuracy of channel prediction is
better for persistent channels. This reduces the likeli-
hood of a wasted slot due to erroneous prediction. Com-
pared toTCSD, the throughput degradation due to flow-
aggregation is relatively invariant withη and is within 2
%.

Since flows with uncorrelated channels have lower
delay variation (according to numerical results presented
in [27]), the average buffer requirement is increased as the
proportion of flows with persistent channels is increased.
However, b̌CSD−FA ≤ b̌CSD due to flow-aggregation,
and the resultant reduction in buffer requirement is sig-
nificant (up to 75%) for small values ofη.

We note that whenη = K-1, both schedulers are
identical, and hence they should achieve the same per-
formance in terms of buffer requirement and overall
throughput. However, the discrepancy in Fig. 5 is due
to the assumption made in Section 4.4, which results in a
conservative approximation for the overall throughput for
the CSD-FA scheduler.

5.1.2 Effects of channel quality

Next, we consider the variation ofb̌ andT with pc(0)
for η=3 andε=0.1 in Fig. 6. As the channel quality is im-
proved (i.e.,pc(0) is increased),T is increased since more
transmission attempts will occur for a given interval of
slots and the proportion of slots with successful transmis-
sions will be increased. We note that flow-aggregation
actually results in a slight gain in throughput compared
to the CSD scheduler when the channel quality is poor
(pc(0) <0.7). This trend is reversed when channel con-
ditions improve. However, the difference in throughput
performance between both schedulers is marginal (within
2 %).

The buffer requirement is reduced as the channel
quality is improved, since delay variation is reduced as
flows are more likely to transmit in slots allocated to
them. The reduction in buffer requirement as a result of
flow-aggregation is significant (up to 30%).



TCSD−FA =

K
∑

j=1

1

E[nj ]
(13)

=
η · pS1 | 0[η(1 − pD) + (K − 1)(pD − p

η+1
D

)]

K · η(1 − pD)
+

(K − η) · pS2

K

=
1

K
[
pS1 | 0[η(1 − pD) + (K − 1)(pD − p

η+1
D

)]

(1 − pD)
+ (K − η)pS2 ]

TCSD =
1 − pK

D

(1 − pD)K
[η · pS1 | 0 + (K − η)pS2 ] (14)
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Figure 5:Effects of flow composition on average buffer requirement (left) and overall throughput (right) of CSD schedulers for pc(0)=0.9

and ε = 0.1.
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Figure 6:Effects of channel quality on average buffer requirement (left) and overall throughput (right) of CSD schedulers for η=3 and ε

= 0.1.

5.1.3 Effects of channel burstiness

Lastly, we consider the variation ofb̌ andT with ε for
pc(0)=0.9 andη=3 in Fig. 7. As the channel forC1 flows
becomes less persistent (i.e.,ε is increased),T is reduced
since the accuracy of channel prediction is reduced. This

increases the likelihood of a wasted slot due to erroneous
prediction. Compared toTCSD, the throughput degrada-
tion due to flow-aggregation is relatively invariant withε

and is within 2%.
Since the buffer requirement of any flow∈ C2 is in-

dependent ofε, the metricb̌CSD−FA is determined by



the variation of the buffer requirement of flows∈ C1. It
is interesting to note thaťb for both schedulers is reduced
initially as ε is increased, but is increased with further
increase inε. However,̌bCSD−FA ≤ b̌CSD, and the re-
duction in buffer requirement is significant (up to 45%).

5.2 Discussion

A common observation from Section 5.1 is a trade-
off between throughput and buffer requirements between
the CSD-FA and CSD scheduler: The CSD-FA scheduler
results in a significant reduction in the wireless receiver
buffer requirement at the expense of reduced through-
put compared to the CSD scheduler. In fact, since the
throughput degradation is marginal compared to the re-
duction in buffer requirement, the CSD-FA scheduler is
effective in maintaining good overall performance.

Our current analysis assumes a simplistic WRR
scheduler as the SAP. However, in [28], we study the per-
formance of various loop schedulers in terms of its delay
variation and our analysis indicate that the WRR sched-
uler exhibits the worst-case performance over the entire
class of loop schedulers. Hence, the performance of the
CSD-FA scheduler can be enhanced by considering other
loop schedulers for the SAP. Several arbitration schemes
are proposed in [19] which may result in performance en-
hancement over uniform arbitration, which is assumed in
our study.

Our analysis in Section 4.4 assumes that each flowj
∈ C2 is permitted to transmit only in slots allocated to
the aggregate flowη′. As a result, the overall throughput
computed using Eq. (13) is actually a lower bound to the
actual achievable throughput, since slots allocated toC1

are actually available to flows∈ C2. The corresponding
buffer requirement computed represents a lower bound
since the delay variation of any flowj ∈ C2 is minimized
as a result of the assumption.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we consider the scheduling problem
where data packets fromK input flows need to be de-
livered toK corresponding wireless receivers via a het-
erogeneous wireless channel. Our objective is to design a
wireless scheduler that optimizes the buffer requirement
at each wireless receiver while maintaining good through-
put performance.

We propose a hybrid scheduler that exploits both the
short- and long-term error behavior of the channel of each
flow so as to achieve high overall throughput as well as
low receiver buffer requirements. The scheduler first par-
titions the flows according to their long-term error behav-
ior (persistent/uncorrelated) such that flows with uncorre-
lated channels are fairly aggregated. The aggregated flow
is then scheduled alongside the remaining flows with a
channel-state dependent scheduler, that exploits the short-
term error behavior to maximize channel efficiency.

We compare the overall throughput as well as re-
ceiver buffer requirements of our proposed scheduler
and a channel-state dependent scheduler. Our proposed
scheduler achieves good overall throughput as well as
low receiver buffer requirements, thus stressing the im-
portance to exploit the long-term error behavior in addi-
tion to the instantaneous channel state in the design of
wireless schedulers. These parameters can be evaluated
using a measurement-based algorithm proposed in [29].
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